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Abstract13

Recent work has shown that the sharpness of the extratropical tropopause declines with lead14

time in numerical weather prediction models, indicating an imbalance between processes act-15

ing to sharpen and smooth the tropopause. In this study the systematic effects of processes16

contributing to the tropopause sharpness are investigated using daily initialised forecasts17

run with the Met Office Unified Model over a three-month winter period. Artificial tracers,18

each forced by the potential vorticity tendency due to a different model process, are used19

to separate the effects of such processes. The advection scheme is shown to result in an ex-20

ponential decay of tropopause sharpness towards a finite value at short lead times with a21

timescale of 20-24 hours. The systematic effect of non-conservative processes is to sharpen22

the tropopause, consistent with previous case studies. The decay of tropopause sharpness23

due to the advection scheme is stronger than the sharpening effect of non-conservative pro-24

cesses leading to a systematic decline in tropopause sharpness with forecast lead time. The25

systematic forecast errors in tropopause-level potential vorticity are comparable to the inte-26

grated tendencies of the parametrized physical processes suggesting that the systematic error27

in tropopause sharpness could be significantly reduced through realistic adjustments to the28

model parametrization schemes.29

1 Introduction30

A distinct feature of the extratropical atmosphere is the sharp contrast between the31

troposphere and the stratosphere: the tropopause. The thermal tropopause is defined as the32

height at which the vertical lapse rate transitions from tropospheric values to stratospheric33

values. Composites of radiosonde data in height relative to the thermal tropopause show a34

shallow static stability maximum above the tropopause known as the tropopause inversion35

layer (TIL) [Birner et al., 2002] emphasising that the vertical transition in lapse rate is sharp.36

The dynamical tropopause defines the boundary between the troposphere and stratosphere37

as a value of Ertel potential vorticity (PV) between the tropospheric values and stratospheric38

values. Since PV is conserved for adiabatic and frictionless motion [Ertel, 1942], the dynam-39

ical tropopause emphasises that the tropopause behaves almost like a material surface with40

exchange of mass between the stratosphere and troposphere only enabled by diabatic pro-41

cesses (including small-scale mixing).42

Since both potential temperature (\) and PV are conserved for adiabatic and friction-43

less motion, the large-scale dynamics of the midlatitude atmosphere are compactly described44

by maps of PV on isentropic (constant \) surfaces [Hoskins et al., 1985] where the tropopause45

is seen as a narrow region of strong isentropic gradients of PV separating the high PV strato-46

spheric air and the low PV tropospheric air. The strong isentropic PV gradient at the tropopause,47

coinciding with the midlatitude jet, acts as a waveguide for Rossby-waves [Hoskins and Am-48

brizzi, 1993; Martius et al., 2010]. Rossby waves can be an important source of predictabil-49

ity in medium-range forecasting [Grazzini and Vitart, 2015] and are crucial to accurately50

representing longer time-scale processes [Palmer et al., 2008].51

The isentropic tropopause PV gradient decreases systematically with forecast lead time52

in current numerical weather prediction (NWP) models [Gray et al., 2014]. Rossby wave53

propagation depends on to the isentropic PV gradient: a weaker tropopause PV gradient both54

reduces jet speed and weakens the upstream propagation rate of Rossby-waves. Harvey et al.55

[2016] showed that the two effects cancel at first order but at second order the reduction in56

jet speed is greater, giving a net reduction in phase speed. They estimated that the smoother57

isentropic PV gradients seen in NWP forecasts compared to analyses would produce a phase58

error in Rossby waves of 400 km over 5 days.59

The reduction of the tropopause PV gradient with forecast lead time indicates that60

there is a net imbalance in the processes modifying the tropopause PV gradient. The purpose61

of this study is to quantify the systematic effects of different processes within an NWP model62

contributing to the tropopause PV gradient and so provide a method for model developers to63
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link systematic forecast errors with the physical processes responsible. The systematic differ-64

ence between forecasts and analyses is equivalent to the systematic imbalance between model65

processes at short lead times, and attributing tendencies to individual model processes can66

give insight into the origin of model imbalances [Klinker and Sardeshmukh, 1992; Rodwell67

and Palmer, 2007]. In this study we are interested in the “initial tendencies” contributing to68

the tropopause PV gradient; however, a limitation of the initial tendencies method is the po-69

tential for advection to dominate the tendencies due to the Eulerian frame. Hence, artificial70

tracers, described as PV tracers, are used to accumulate tendencies of PV from individual71

model processes in a Lagrangian frame. PV tracers allow us to better quantify the integrated72

effect of different processes on PV following air masses, following the method of Davis et al.73

[1993] and Saffin et al. [2016].74

The structure of this paper is as follows. A brief review of the key processes affecting75

the tropopause sharpness is given in section 2. The setup of the forecasts analysed including76

the online integration of PV tracers is given in section 3 as well as an objective definition of77

ridges and troughs used in compositing the forecasts. Section 4 describes the results. The78

key conclusions and discussion of results are presented in section 5.79

2 Processes affecting tropopause sharpness80

From previous studies, three key processes affecting tropopause sharpness have been81

identified: vortex stripping, radiative cooling and latent heating enhanced ascent (i.e. warm82

conveyor-belts (WCBs)) have significant effects on the midlatitude tropopause. In this study83

the relative contributions of these processes are quantified using daily forecasts over a winter84

season.85

Vortex stripping describes a process in which sharp gradients in vorticity are gener-86

ated from an initially smooth vorticity distribution in two-dimensional fluids [Legras and87

Dritschel, 1993]. Using an isentropic single-layer quasi-geostrophic model, Ambaum [1997]88

showed that the two-dimensional vortex stripping motion of baroclinic eddies is the essen-89

tial process for forming and maintaining a sharp tropopause PV gradient. Results of three-90

dimensional simulations have shown that layerwise horizontal vortex stripping in isentropic91

layers can also result in sharp vertical PV gradients [Haynes et al., 2001] and a TIL [Son92

and Polvani, 2007; Wang and Geller, 2016]. The general action of vortex stripping can be93

described as air being stirred on either side of the tropopause without stirring across the94

tropopause which acts as a transport barrier. We can approximately consider that the stir-95

ring results in a three-component fluid on an isentrope with high-PV stratospheric air around96

the poles and low-PV tropospheric air equatorward, separated by a region of intermediate97

PV: the tropopause. The regions of intermediate PV are drawn away from the tropopause by98

the eddies on either side of the tropopause. The intermediate PV is then stretched out into fil-99

aments. As the filaments stretch out they are broken up by small-scale mixing and gradually100

dissipated. The result is that the PV gradient at the tropopause has been enhanced by remov-101

ing the intermediate PV air and bringing high and low PV air closer together. At longer time102

scales small-scale mixing will eventually dominate resulting in a uniform PV distribution; a103

key process for maintaining the tropopause sharpness in idealized simulations is the inclu-104

sion of a thermal relaxation towards a state with a smooth equator-to-pole PV gradient, as an105

idealized representation of other diabatic processes, which acts to maintain the contrast be-106

tween the high-PV stratospheric air and the low-PV tropospheric air. The result is a dynam-107

ical equilibrium between thermal relaxation and vortex stripping [Ambaum, 1997; Haynes108

et al., 2001].109

The effects of diabatic processes on the tropopause are more complicated than ther-110

mal relaxation: Forster and Wirth [2000] showed that radiative cooling could directly en-111

hance the PV contrast across filaments of PV provided the vorticity was sufficiently large112

and Randel et al. [2007] showed that radiative cooling provides a significant contribution113

to the strength of the TIL. The dominant contribution to the direct effect of radiation on114
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the tropopause is long-wave cooling from water vapour [Forster and Wirth, 2000; Ferreira115

et al., 2016]: the moister troposphere cools more rapidly than the drier stratosphere with116

the most efficient cooling just below the dry layer resulting in a gradient of diabatic heat-117

ing and positive PV tendencies across the humidity gradient. The presence of clouds will118

modify the profile of radiation and, as a result, the PV tendencies. The addition of clouds119

below the tropopause acts to focus the maxima in radiative cooling at the cloud top [Cau120

et al., 2005], resulting in a sharper gradient in diabatic heating rate and a stronger and more121

localised dipole of PV tendencies, positive above the cloud and negative below.122

Latent heating in WCBs has been shown to affect the tropopause. WCBs are air streams123

associated with extratropical cyclones which transport air upwards and polewards [Harrold,124

1973]. A WCB airstream can be identified as a coherent ensemble of trajectories ascending125

600 hPa in 48 hours following Wernli and Davies [1997]. WCBs transport moist low-PV air126

from the boundary layer to the upper troposphere [Wernli and Davies, 1997] and the outflow127

can have large impacts on the tropopause and subsequent Rossby wave propagation [Riemer128

and Jones, 2010; Grams et al., 2011]. Latent heating has a large effect on WCB evolution:129

air parcels typically experience a net heating of ≈20 K [Madonna et al., 2014b] mainly asso-130

ciated with condensation at low-levels and depositional growth of snow at upper-levels [Joos131

and Wernli, 2012]. Schemm et al. [2013] showed that a dry simulation produced a weaker132

WCB and as a result slower development of a downstream cyclone when compared with a133

moist simulation. In terms of PV, air parcels experience positive PV tendencies below the134

maximum in latent heating rates and negative PV tendencies above. WCB climatologies have135

found the net change in PV between the inflow and outflow of WCB trajectories to be close136

to zero [Madonna et al., 2014b]. Methven [2015] used a Kelvin’s circulation argument to137

outline the conditions under which the PV of the inflow is expected to match that of the out-138

flow.139

Chagnon et al. [2013] showed that the combined effect of long-wave radiation and140

WCBs gave a dipole of diabatically-generated PV that enhanced the tropopause PV gradi-141

ent. Chagnon et al. [2013] also argued that the transport of moisture by the WCB would en-142

hance the effects of long-wave radiation. Kunkel et al. [2016] showed similar results for the143

TIL: long-wave radiation strengthened the TIL and transport of moisture to the tropopause144

results in a more rapid formation of the TIL. However, these results are limited to case stud-145

ies [Chagnon et al., 2013; Chagnon and Gray, 2015] and idealised simulations [Kunkel146

et al., 2016]. This study instead quantifies the systematic effects of physical processes on147

the tropopause over a season of forecasts with an NWP model.148

3 Methods149

The data analysed in this paper are from a set of forecasts run with the NAE (North150

Atlantic and European) configuration of the MetUM version 7.3 (section 3.1). The online151

integration of PV tracers with the MetUM is described in section 3.2. The data output from152

the forecasts has been composited separately for ridges and troughs; a new diagnostic for153

ridges and troughs is described in section 3.3.154

3.1 Forecasts with the MetUM155

The Met Office Unified Model (MetUM) is an operational NWP model. The dynam-156

ical core of the MetUM version used here approximates a two time level, semi-implicit,157

semi-Lagrangian solution to the nonhydrostatic, deep atmosphere equations [Davies et al.,158

2005]. The variables in the MetUM are placed on a C-grid [Arakawa and Lamb, 1977] with159

Charney-Phillips staggering in the vertical [Charney and Phillips, 1953] using a terrain-160

following, height-based, coordinate that gradually flattens at higher altitudes [Davies et al.,161

2005]. The MetUM contains various parametrizations to account for physical processes that162

are either not resolved or not represented within the dynamical core: radiation [Edwards and163

Slingo, 1995]; microphysics [Wilson and Ballard, 1999]; orographic [Webster et al., 2003]164
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and non-orographic [Scaife et al., 2002] gravity-wave drag; convection [Gregory and Rown-165

tree, 1990]; and turbulent mixing [Lock et al., 2000].166

A forecast was initialised for each day in the three-month winter period from 1 Novem-167

ber 2013 to 31 January 2014 (a total of 92 forecasts). The forecasts were run using the lim-168

ited area NAE configuration (see Fig. 1 for domain extent). The period was chosen to use169

the most recent available analyses for the NAE configuration. The Met Office phased out op-170

erational use of the NAE domain beyond January 2014 which is why we have used Novem-171

ber instead of February for our “winter” season. The NAE domain has 0.11◦ horizontal grid172

spacing and uses a rotated pole to center the domain on the equator giving an, approximately173

uniform, 12-km grid spacing. We use 70 non-uniformly spaced vertical model levels up174

to 80 km with a 5-minute timestep. The initial conditions used are from operational NAE175

analyses, and boundary conditions are given by operational runs of the global model for the176

same start time using the method described in Davies [2014]. Each forecast was initialised at177

00 UTC and run for 2.5 days to give an overlap between forecasts.178

3.2 PV Tracers179

A set of PV tracers were integrated online with each of the forecasts to quantify the180

effects of the various processes in the MetUM. The method is based on Davis et al. [1993]181

and was first applied to the MetUM by Gray [2006]. The method works by partitioning and182

integrating PV. Following an air parcel, PV is modified by diabatic and frictional processes,183

𝐷𝑞

𝐷𝑡
=

1
𝜌
𝜻 · ∇ ¤\ + 1

𝜌
∇ ¤\ · ∇ × F, (1)

where 𝑞 = 1
𝜌
𝜻 · ∇\ is Ertel PV [Ertel, 1942], 𝜌 is density, 𝜻 is the absolute vorticity vector,184

¤\ is the diabatic heating tendency and F is friction. The general method is to integrate the185

tendency of PV along trajectories over a forecast interval 𝑇 :186 ∫ 𝑡0+𝑇

𝑡0

𝐷𝑞

𝐷𝑡
𝑑𝑡 =

∫ 𝑡0+𝑇

𝑡0

𝑆𝑑𝑡, (2)

where 𝑡0 is the forecast start time and 𝑆 represents the right hand side of Eq. 1, which can be187

partitioned by process (𝑆 =
∑
𝑆𝑖) resulting in a set of PV tracers (

∑
𝑞𝑖) where188

𝑞𝑖 =

∫ 𝑡0+𝑇

𝑡0

𝑆𝑖𝑑𝑡. (3)

In the MetUM the PV tendencies are derived from the parametrization schemes result-189

ing in a set of physics tracers (
∑
𝑞𝑝ℎ𝑦𝑠): short-wave radiation (𝑞𝑠𝑤), long-wave radiation190

(𝑞𝑙𝑤), microphysics (𝑞𝑚𝑖𝑐), gravity-wave drag (𝑞𝑔𝑤𝑑), convection (𝑞𝑐𝑜𝑛) and turbulent mix-191

ing (𝑞𝑡𝑚). There is also a term for “cloud re-balancing”; however, this is not shown in later192

composites as it is negligible. For the initial conditions, an advection-only PV tracer (𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣)193

is set equal to the full PV with all other tracers set to zero. This initiation is also applied in194

the lateral boundaries of the limited area domain at every timestep. Every timestep each PV195

tracer is incremented by its respective PV tendency (zero for 𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣) and advected by the semi-196

Lagrangian advection scheme of the model.197

The “dynamics-tracer inconsistency” diagnostic (Y𝐼 ) of Saffin et al. [2016] is also in-198

cluded. The dynamics-tracer inconsistency quantifies the difference between the PV ten-199

dency diagnosed by the dynamical core and the PV tendency diagnosed by tracer advection200

of PV. In a single timestep there will be a change in PV due to the dynamical core modifying201

prognostic variables,202

Δ𝑞𝑑𝑦𝑛 = 𝑞(X(1) ) − 𝑞(X(0) ), (4)

where 𝑞(·) represents a calculation of PV from the prognostic variables in the model at the203

start of the timestep (X(0) ) and after the dynamics terms are calculated (X(1) ). We can also204
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calculate a change in PV due to tracer advection,205

Δ𝑞𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑟 = 𝑞(X(0) )𝑑 − 𝑞(X(0) ), (5)

where the subscript ‘𝑑’ denotes evalution at departure points in the MetUM’s semi-Lagrangian206

method (i.e. tracer advection). The difference between these two changes gives207

ΔY𝐼 = Δ𝑞𝑑𝑦𝑛 − Δ𝑞𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑟 = 𝑞(X(1) ) − 𝑞(X(0) )𝑑 . (6)

This difference is calculated at every timestep and accumulated as an additional tracer (Y𝐼 )208

in the same way as the physics tracers (i.e. Eq. 3). Saffin et al. [2016] showed that Y𝐼 is an209

important component of a model PV budget which can be desirable to minimize (e.g. White-210

head et al. [2015]); however, exact conservation of PV is not necessarily a desirable property211

of a dynamical core because the cascade to smaller scales will be blocked at the grid-scale212

[Thuburn, 2008].213

The final result is a budget for the Lagrangian change in PV,214

𝑞 − 𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣 =
∑︁

𝑞𝑝ℎ𝑦𝑠 + Y𝐼 + Y𝑟 , (7)

where Y𝑟 is calculated as a residual. The residual is a result of advecting multiple PV tracers215

with an imperfect advection scheme as well as any missing terms when summing increments216

over a timestep. The residual was shown to be more than an order of magnitude smaller than217

the dominant physics PV tracers by Saffin et al. [2016].218

3.3 Objective definition of ridges and troughs219

The results in this study are tropopause-relative composites produced over ridges and220

troughs separately. The expectation is that there will be significant differences in the be-221

haviour of physical processes in ridges and troughs. For example, we might expect stronger222

effects of radiation in troughs due to a lower tropopause meaning more moist and cloudy air223

below the tropopause (e.g. Cavallo and Hakim [2009]), whereas we might associate ridges224

more with the strongly ascending WCB outflows. There are also differences in the structure225

of ridges and troughs purely due to the balanced dynamics [Wirth, 2001]. In this section a226

new diagnostic approach for dividing regions into ridges and troughs is described.227

The diagnostic extends Gray et al. [2014] where the position of the tropopause is com-228

pared with an “equivalent latitude” (to be defined below). Gray et al. [2014] identify the lo-229

cation of the tropopause with a single contour of PV on 320 K: anywhere the contour is pole-230

ward of its equivalent latitude is a ridge and anywhere the contour is equatorward is a trough.231

Hoskins and Berrisford [1988] introduced maps of \ on the tropopause as a useful overview232

of multiple isentropic PV maps, where a value of 2 PVU (1 PVU = 10−6 m2 s−1 K kg−1
233

[Hoskins et al., 1985]) is typically used to define the tropopause. An isopleth of PV on a \234

surface is the same as an isopleth of \ on a PV surface; therefore, a map of \ on the 2-PVU235

surface is equivalent to identifying the 2-PVU tropopause on every isentrope that intersects236

it. An exception is that the 2-PVU surface can fold so that the 2-PVU surface can be crossed237

multiple times on a vertical profile above some geographical locations. At any geograph-238

ical location where the PV surface is folded we choose the highest value of \. Ridges and239

troughs are then defined as anomalies of \ on the 2-PVU surface relative to a zonally sym-240

metric background state:241

\ ′ = \ (_, 𝜙, 𝑞=2) − \𝑏 (𝜙, 𝑞=2), (8)

where \ (_, 𝜙, 𝑞=2) is the forecast \ as a function of longitude (_) and latitude (𝜙) on the 2-242

PVU surface (𝑞=2) and \𝑏 (𝜙, 𝑞=2) is a zonally symmetric background state. A gridpoint is243

defined as being in a ridge or trough by a positive or negative value of \ ′ respectively.244

The background state used here is defined by adiabatic rearrangement of PV to a zon-245

ally symmetric state [Methven and Berrisford, 2015]: for each PV contour on each isentropic246

surface an equivalent latitude (𝜙𝑒) is defined as the latitude circle that encloses the same247
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mass and circulation as the PV contour in the full (3D) state. The method of Methven and248

Berrisford [2015] calculates a set of equivalent latitudes as a function of PV value on isen-249

tropic surfaces 𝜙𝑒 (\, 𝑞) at six-hourly intervals from ERA-Interim data [Dee et al., 2011].250

Figure 1a shows the range of 𝜙𝑒 (\, 𝑞=2) for the three-month forecast period with the first251

timestep of each month overplotted to highlight the instantaneous structure.252
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Figure 1. The background state on the 2-PVU surface used to diagnose ridges and troughs for the three-
month forecast period. (a) 𝜙𝑒 (\, 𝑞=2), gray shows the range of values with highlighted lines showing the first
timestep of each month. (b) The evolution of \𝑏 (𝜙, 𝑞=2). (c) \ (_, 𝜙, 𝑞=2) for the first forecast at 24-hours
lead time. (d) \ ′ from Eq. 8: anomaly of (c) relative to the background state with \ ′=0 highlighted by the bold
line. The white regions in (c) and (d) show the mask on \ (_, 𝜙, 𝑞=2)>340 K.

253

254

255

256

257

In the midlatitudes, the equivalent latitude of the 2-PVU surface decreases mono-258

tonically going to higher \ surfaces (Fig. 1a). In this region a poleward displacement of259

the 2-PVU surface can be unambiguously associated with a positive \ anomaly (negative260

for an equatorward displacement). The exception is at the 340−350 K range correspond-261

ing to the subtropical jet: at the subtropical jet, the background state 2-PVU surface can be262

folded so that \𝑏 (𝜙, 𝑞=2) is multivalued. Chagnon and Gray [2015] noted that the dipole263

of diabatically-generated PV across the 2-PVU surface was not robust in subtropical re-264

gions which is consistent with the tropopause equatorward of the subtropical jet not being265

well defined as a constant PV surface [Wilcox et al., 2012]; therefore, regions where the266

forecast \ (_, 𝜙, 𝑞=2) is greater than 340 K are excluded from the diagnostics calculated267

here. The background state \𝑏 (𝜙, 𝑞=2, 𝑡) is then calculated by finding the \ that satisfies268

𝜙𝑒 (\, 𝑞=2) = 𝜙 by linear interpolation. In the case of multiple \ values, the value of \ less269
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than 340 K is taken. Figure 1b shows \𝑏 (𝜙, 𝑞=2, 𝑡). Note that there is no time averaging but270

that \𝑏 (𝜙, 𝑞=2, 𝑡) is inherently slowly varying.271

Figure 1c shows \ (_, 𝜙, 𝑞=2) from the first forecast at 24-hours lead time and Fig. 1d272

shows the anomaly relative to the background state. Ridges and troughs are defined by the273

sign of the anomaly in Fig. 1d (positive and negative respectively). The advantage of this274

diagnostic is that it has allowed identification of ridges and troughs on a limited area do-275

main even if it is much smaller than the scale of Rossby wave activity. The white regions276

in Fig. 1c and d show the mask applied at \>340 K to ignore subtropical air masses. We find277

that there are occasionally regions of negative or near zero PV in the stratosphere associated278

with gravity-wave breaking that cause the tropopause to be diagnosed too high; the mask on279

\>340 K is also useful for excluding these points.280

4 Results281

In this section the results from the winter season forecasts are presented. Composites282

of PV and PV tracer diagnostics relative to the tropopause are presented in section 4.1. In283

section 4.2 the tropopause-relative composites are used to quantify the evolution of tropopause284

sharpness with lead time and the contributions of different processes to tropopause sharp-285

ness. In the following sections the results from the first two sections are explained in terms286

of different processes: advection by the model winds (section 4.3), dynamics-tracer inconsis-287

tency (section 4.4) and parametrized physical processes (section 4.5).288

4.1 Tropopause-relative composites289

The novel method that led to the discovery of the TIL by Birner et al. [2002] was com-290

positing radiosonde profiles relative to the diagnosed thermal tropopause. The composites in291

this study are produced in a coordinate relative to the dynamical tropopause, defined as the292

2-PVU surface,293

𝑧 = 𝑧 − 𝑧(𝑞=2). (9)

The approach is similar to Cavallo and Hakim [2009] who used a coordinate of pressure rel-294

ative to the tropopause to composite PV tendencies in tropopause polar vortices. The com-295

posites are produced using the following method:296

1. For each forecast, at each lead time297

(a) Calculate the height of the 2-PVU surface using linear interpolation from PV on298

model levels. For any columns with multiple heights for the 2-PVU surface (i.e.299

folded tropopause), the highest position is taken.300

(b) Linearly interpolate each variable to height levels relative to the dynamical tropopause301

(𝑧). The levels are taken every 0.2 km up to ±2 km from the tropopause. Note that302

this resolution is sharper than the vertical model grid spacing which decreases from303

400 m at 6 km to 600 m at 12.5 km.304

(c) Calculate the area-weighted mean of each variable on each tropopause-relative305

level over areas diagnosed as ridges and troughs separately.306

2. Calculate the mean and standard error of each diagnostic over the set of forecasts.307

The compositing method above is then repeated taking 𝑧 relative to the 2-PVU surface of308

the advection-only PV tracer (𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣=2) rather than 𝑞=2 in Eq. 9. Repeating the composites309

relative to each surface (𝑞=2 and 𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣=2) allows us to systematically quantify how much310

non-conservative processes act on either side of the tropopause (the composites are the same)311

or directly influence stratosphere-troposphere exchange by separating the two surfaces (the312

composites are different). This can be seen if we consider some non-conservative process313

producing negative PV tendencies initially above the tropopause. In this case, initially strato-314

spheric air (𝑞>2) can become tropospheric (𝑞<2) such that the diagnosed position of the315
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𝑞=2 surface has moved above the negative PV tendencies but the position of the 𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣=2316

surface is unchanged. The opposite can occur for positive PV tendencies initially below317

the tropopause with the position of the 𝑞=2 surface moving below the positive PV tenden-318

cies. Over many of these situations we would diagnose positive PV tendencies systematically319

above the 𝑞=2 surface but below the 𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣=2 surface and negative PV tendencies systemati-320

cally below the 𝑞=2 surface but above the 𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣=2 surface. Therefore, a composite over many321

cases would diagnose dipoles across the 𝑞=2 and 𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣=2 surfaces of opposite sign; however,322

since the 𝑞=2 surface has moved this does not necessarily imply any change in the diagnosed323

PV gradient across the 𝑞=2 surface, only that mass is being exchanged between the tropo-324

sphere and stratosphere. This would not be the case for positive PV tendencies above the325

tropopause or negative PV tendencies below the tropopause because they would not directly326

move the 𝑞=2 surface, and therefore have a direct effect on the PV gradient. This is also true327

of PV tendencies occurring near the tropopause that are too weak to directly move the 𝑞=2328

surface. In these cases, the composites relative to 𝑞=2 and 𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣=2 would be the same and329

imply a direct effect on the tropopause PV gradient.330

Figure 2 shows the tropopause-relative composites over ridges (a,b,c) and troughs331

(d,e,f) at 24-hours lead time. Figure 2a and d show PV and 𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣 as the difference between332

the 24-hour forecasts and the verifying analyses for each forecast. The profile of PV in Fig. 2333

is thus the systematic forecast error. There is a systematic decrease in PV above the 2-PVU334

surface relative to analyses, but comparatively little change in the troposphere (the error is335

zero at the tropopause because 𝑞=2 by definition). The systematic errors in PV can be con-336

trasted with 𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣 which reduces above the tropopause and increases below the tropopause337

relative to the analyses (Fig. 2a and d). The difference between PV and 𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣 is the “net effect338

of non-conservative processes” (𝑞 − 𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣) which was shown to enhance the tropopause PV339

gradient by Chagnon et al. [2013]. The tendency of 𝑞 − 𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣 is systematically positive in the340

stratosphere and negative in the troposphere (Fig. 2b and e) consistent with the case studies341

from Chagnon et al. [2013] and Chagnon and Gray [2015]. The effects of non-conservative342

processes are also of similar magnitude to the systematic forecast errors.343

The PV tracers partition 𝑞−𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣 (Eq. 7) into parametrized physical processes (
∑
𝑞𝑝ℎ𝑦𝑠),352

dynamics-tracer inconsistency (Y𝐼 ) and a residual (Y𝑟 ). Figure 2b and e show that the resid-353

ual is small with approximately zero systematic effect allowing us to focus on the remain-354

ing terms. The combined effect of parametrized physical processes (
∑
𝑞𝑝ℎ𝑦𝑠) is to pro-355

duce a dipole in PV tendencies with positive PV tendencies in the stratosphere and negative356

PV tendencies in the troposphere and approximately zero net change at the 2-PVU surface,357

consistent with the findings of Chagnon et al. [2013] and Chagnon and Gray [2015] from358

individual case studies. The dipole is similar when composited relative to 𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣=2, albeit359

weaker, showing that the parametrized physical processes are acting to directly enhance the360

tropopause PV gradient rather than change the height of the tropopause. The partitioning of361 ∑
𝑞𝑝ℎ𝑦𝑠 into individual physical processes (Fig 2c and f) is discussed in section 4.5.362

The dynamics-tracer inconsistency (Y𝐼 ) shows net negative tendencies at tropopause363

level in ridges and troughs (Fig. 2b and e) although there are positive PV tendencies around364

1 km above the tropopause which are more pronounced in ridges than in troughs. The nega-365

tive peak is slightly below 𝑞=2, but above 𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣=2, which indicates that, unlike the parametrized366

physical processes, the main effect of Y𝐼 is to directly separate the two surfaces (𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣=2 and367

𝑞=2). This does not explain why Y𝐼 is most negative at the tropopause which is discussed in368

section 4.4.369

4.2 Tropopause PV contrast370

To quantify the effects of different physical processes on the reduction in isentropic PV371

gradient seen in [Gray et al., 2014] we can calculate the vertical tropopause PV contrast of372

the variables in Fig. 2 over a fixed distance. The vertical gradient of PV will be much larger373

than the isentropic PV gradient due to the typical slope of the tropopause; therefore we quan-374
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Figure 2. PV as a function of vertical distance from the 2-PVU surface in ridges (a, b and c) and troughs
(d, e, and f). Lines show the mean and error bars show the standard error on the mean for the 92 forecasts
at 24-hours lead time. (a) and (d) show the forecast minus analysis values for PV (𝑞) and the advection-only
PV tracer (𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣). (b) and (e) show the difference (𝑞−𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣) and the contributing processes: parametrized
physical processes (

∑
𝑞𝑝ℎ𝑦𝑠), dynamics-tracer inconsistency (Y𝐼 ) and a residual (Y𝑟 ). The faint lines show

composites relative to the advection-only PV tracer (𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣=2) for Y𝐼 and
∑
𝑞𝑝ℎ𝑦𝑠 . (e) and (f) show the con-

tributions to
∑
𝑞𝑝ℎ𝑦𝑠 from the individual physics tracers: short-wave radiation (𝑞𝑠𝑤), long-wave radiation

(𝑞𝑙𝑤), microphysics (𝑞𝑚𝑖𝑐), gravity-wave drag (𝑞𝑔𝑤𝑑), convection (𝑞𝑐𝑜𝑛) and turbulent mixing (𝑞𝑡𝑚).

344

345

346

347

348

349

350

351

tify the PV contrast over a fixed vertical distance which is proportional to the isentropic con-375

trast over a larger fixed horizontal distance if the tropopause slope is assumed to be constant.376

From the tropopause relative means, the tropopause PV contrast for each variable is calcu-377

lated as the difference between the average of points 1 km above and below the tropopause.378

As with the previous composites, the mean and standard error are then calculated over the 92379

forecasts.380

Figure 3 shows the tropopause PV contrast as a function of lead time for each of the381

variables in Fig. 2. There is a reduction in PV contrast with lead time (Fig. 3a and d) consis-382

tent with the reduction in isentropic PV gradient found by Gray et al. [2014]. The reduction383

in PV contrast is stronger in ridges than in troughs.384

The contrast in 𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣 decreases more rapidly than for PV because it is not being main-388

tained by diabatic processes: the parametrized physical processes produce a net increase in389

the tropopause PV contrast with lead time in ridges and troughs (Fig. 3b and e). The con-390

tribution of individual physical processes (Fig 3c and f) is discussed in section 4.5. The di-391

agnosed contribution of Y𝐼 to the tropopause PV contrast is less clear, showing an increased392
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Figure 3. The same variables as in Fig. 2, but showing the tropopause PV contrast as a function of lead
time calculated as the difference between points up to 1 km above and 1 km below 2-PVU. PV and the
advection-only PV tracer are shown as absolute values rather than forecast minus analysis.

385
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387

contrast relative to 𝑞=2 and a reduced contrast relative to 𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣=2. This is because, as stated393

in the previous section, Y𝐼 is acting to directly separate the two surfaces.394

4.3 Tracer advection395

The evolution of 𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣 is a result of advection by the resolved winds of the model using396

the semi-Lagrangian scheme of the MetUM. Conservative tracer advection results in a con-397

tinuous cascade of features to smaller scales. Horizontal and vertical length scales in tracers398

decrease exponentially at the same rate [Haynes and Anglade, 1997] giving an exponential399

increase in tracer gradients. The difference here is that implicit numerical diffusion takes400

over as length scales approach the grid-scale and we are calculating the PV contrast over a401

fixed length scale. Diffusive processes act most rapidly at small scales and slowly at large402

scales. The contrast in 𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣 decreases as features cascade to smaller scales where diffusion403

reduces the extrema.404

The decrease of the contrast in 𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣 is the opposite to that expected from vortex strip-405

ping (see section 2). The reason for this different behaviour is that there is a dynamical equi-406

librium between sharpening by intermittent stripping events and a continuous smoothing407

of the tropopause. A model with consistent initial conditions would be initialised in the408

dynamic equilibrium state of the model climate and the net effects of processes sharpen-409

ing and smoothing the tropopause would cancel out over many forecasts, giving a constant410

PV gradient as a function of lead time. In the idealised simulations of Ambaum [1997] and411

Haynes et al. [2001] the diabatic processes contribute to a smoothing of the tropopause and412

so an advection-only PV tracer initialised in the dynamic equilibrium state would show a net413
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sharpening of the tropopause on short timescales. In our simulations diabatic processes di-414

rectly sharpen the tropopause so the net effect of the advection scheme must be to smooth415

the tropopause. Also, we start from an analysis in which gradients are sharper than can be416

maintained by the free-running model.417

The net result of the tracer advection is that the contrast of 𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣 as a function of lead418

time (𝑇) exponentially decays from an initial contrast Δ𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣 (0), to a reduced contrast, Δ𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣 (∞),419

Δ𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣 (𝑇) = Δ𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣 (∞) + [Δ𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣 (0) − Δ𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣 (∞)]𝑒− 𝑇
𝜏 , (10)

where 𝜏 is the decay timescale. Although the term Δ𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣 (∞) is obtained by fitting Eq. 10420

to the forecast data, it cannot be a long-time limit for a passive tracer because a tracer will421

eventually become well mixed as diffusive effects dominate.422

The parameters in Eq. 10 have been calculated by fitting Eq. 10 to the evolution of423

Δ𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣 (𝑇) using scipy.optimize.curve_fit [Jones et al.]. Figure 4 shows an example of this fit424

for Δ𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣 (𝑇) in ridges. The solid black line is the same as the dashed line in Fig. 3a and the425

grey line shows Δ𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣 calculated from composites relative to 𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣=2 rather than relative to426

𝑞=2. The evolution of Δ𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣 relative to 𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣=2 is shown because the evolution can only be427

a result of the tracer advection scheme, even in the presence of non-conservative processes.428

The circles in Fig 4a show the fit of Eq. 10. Note that the first data point has been excluded429

from the fit leaving Δ𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣 (0) as a derived parameter. This was done because the first six-430

hours deviates slightly from an exponential decay. This can be seen from the fitted points: in431

the first six-hours Δ𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣 decreases more rapidly relative to 𝑞=2 and slightly less rapidly rel-432

ative to 𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣=2 compared to what would be predicted from the following exponential decay.433

The estimate of Δ𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣 (0) is not very sensitive to ignoring the first data point; however, the434

derived timescale is sensitive to overfitting to the first data point giving an overestimation of435

the timescale relative to 𝑞=2 and an underestimation of the timescale relative to 𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣=2.436
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Figure 4. Fitting of Eq. 10 to the decay of Δ𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣 in the forecasts. (a) Δ𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣 in ridges (circles show fit).
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437

438

The fit of Eq. 10 is repeated for multiple vertical length scales by calculating Δ𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣439

only from points up to ±𝑧: Fig. 4b shows the derived timescale. The timescale appears to be440

constant at small vertical scales because we approach the vertical level spacing of the model441

which reduces from 400 m at 6 km to 600 m at 12.5 km altitude. Approaching the scale of442

the vertical resolution, the timescale increases in ridges and decreases at in troughs. It is un-443
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clear why the timescale in ridges and troughs should have the opposite behaviour as a func-444

tion of vertical scale; however, the timescale does approach a similar value of 20−24 hours in445

ridges and troughs.446

4.4 Dynamics-tracer inconsistency447

The dynamics-tracer inconsistency quantifies the difference between non-conservation448

of PV resulting from the dynamical core and non-conservation associated with the tracer449

advection scheme. Saffin et al. [2016] showed that local tendencies of dynamics-tracer in-450

consistency were dominated by non-conservation of PV by the dynamical core; however, this451

result does not necessarily generalize to the integrated tendencies over many forecasts so it is452

important to diagnose the underlying processes.453

Figure 5 shows the tropopause-relative mean of the dynamics-tracer inconsistency as a454

function of lead time. The top panels show composites relative to 𝑞=2 and the bottom panels455

show composites relative to 𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣=2. There is a dipole of positive and negative tendencies456

centered slightly above 𝑞=2 suggesting a raising and sharpening of the tropopause. How-457

ever, the peak in negative tendencies is shifted upwards when composited relative to 𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣=2,458

as well as net positive tendencies appearing below 𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣=2 in ridges, as a result of the two459

surfaces (𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣=2 and 𝑞=2) being separated by dynamics-tracer inconsistency rather than di-460

rectly affecting the tropopause PV gradient (see section 4.1). The positive tendencies have461

saturated at short lead times which may explain the discrepancy in behaviour of Δ𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣 over462

the first 6 hours in Fig. 4. This rapid saturation can also be seen for the diagnosed effect of463

dynamics-tracer inconsistency on the PV contrast in ridges (Fig. 3b).464

At longer lead times the dynamics-tracer inconsistency becomes increasingly negative468

which is more pronounced in troughs. A possible explanation for the net negative tendencies469

of the dynamics-tracer inconsistency is that it results from dissipation as part of the vortex470

stripping process: as filaments of PV are drawn away from the tropopause the dynamical-471

core dissipates the PV filament faster than tracer advection giving negative tendencies in the472

filament. Negative PV tendencies are consistent with a downwards diabatic transport of mass473

by dilution of PV substance [Haynes and McIntyre, 1987]. This is consistent with the isen-474

tropic map of Y𝐼 shown in Saffin et al. [2016] (their Fig. 2c) where net negative tendencies475

are seen in the troughs where 𝑞=2 is displaced from 𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣=2.476

4.5 Parametrized physical processes477

The combined effect of parametrized physical processes is to produce a dipole in PV478

tendencies with positive PV tendencies in the stratosphere and negative PV tendencies in the479

troposphere and zero net change at the 2-PVU surface (Fig. 2b and e), but this dipole is much480

weaker in ridges than troughs. These processes are now considered separately.481

The largest contribution to the PV tendencies comes from the long-wave radiation482

which produces net positive PV tendencies at the tropopause and is about twice as strong483

in troughs as in ridges (Fig. 2c and f). Since the long-wave radiation is dependent on the484

humidity contrast and the absolute vorticity [Forster and Wirth, 2000], the stronger magni-485

tude in troughs would be expected. Figure 6 shows variables from the analyses as a function486

of distance from the 2-PVU tropopause in ridges and troughs. Both the contrast in specific487

humidity (Fig. 6a) and the magnitude of the vertical component of the absolute vorticity488

(Fig. 6b) are approximately twice as strong in troughs as in ridges.489

The contrast of the long-wave radiation PV tracer across the tropopause is also much493

stronger in troughs than ridges (Fig. 3c and f) which is due to the net PV tendencies being494

more symmetric across the tropopause in ridges than in troughs (Fig. 2c and f). The asym-495

metry of the net PV tendencies in troughs is likely due to the increased amount of clouds in496

troughs compared to ridges (Fig. 6c and d). As described in section 2, cloud-top cooling re-497

sults in a sharp spike in diabatic cooling and, as a result, a dipole of PV tendencies. When498
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Figure 5. Dynamics-tracer inconsistency as a function of forecast lead time in ridges (a and c) and troughs
(b and d). Values shown are the mean from the 3-months of forecasts when composited relative to the 2-PVU
surface of PV (a and b) and the 2-PVU surface of the advection-only PV tracer (c and d)

465

466

467

composited over many clouds with varying distance from the tropopause this will show an499

enhanced gradient. Cavallo and Hakim [2009] showed that cloud-top cooling was a key pro-500

cess for intensifying tropopause polar vortices. The composites of PV tendencies relative to501

tropopause polar vortices from Cavallo and Hakim [2009] (their Fig. 9) show similar tenden-502

cies to those seen for our composite over troughs (Fig. 2) with net positive tendencies across503

the tropopause and negative tendencies further below the tropopause.504

Short-wave radiation produces negative PV tendencies above the tropopause (Fig. 2c505

and f) which act to reduce the PV gradient with a clear diurnal cycle visible (Fig. 3c and f)506

since we are using a limited area domain. In both ridges and troughs, short-wave radiation507

reduces the PV gradient during the daytime by producing negative tendencies in PV above508

the tropopause. Negative PV tendencies indicate a negative heating gradient in the lower509

stratosphere which is most likely due to the variation in water vapour. Radiative heating due510

to ozone might be expected to have a large effect as positive PV tendencies below a heating511

maxima. Strongly positive values of the short-wave radiation PV tracer are seen at higher512

altitudes, but too far from the tropopause to affect the composites in Figs. 2 and 3.513

The microphysics PV tracer shows a net negative PV accumulation below the tropopause514

in both ridges and troughs (Fig. 3c and f), consistent with the negative PV tendencies from515

ascent above the maxima in latent heating. The association of the turbulent-mixing PV tracer516

to vertical transport is less clear. Chagnon et al. [2013] associated negative values of the517
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Figure 6. The mean of variables as a function of distance from the 2-PVU tropopause in ridges and troughs
from the analyses used in this study. (a) Specific humidity, (b) vertical component of absolute vorticity, (c)
mass fraction of cloud liquid and (d) mass fraction of cloud ice.

490

491

492

turbulent-mixing PV tracer with transport of tracer from the boundary-layer by a WCB. Ven-518

tilation of the boundary layer is dominated by WCBs [Sinclair et al., 2008] so we might ex-519

pect to see a signature of WCB transport to the tropopause in the turbulent-mixing PV tracer;520

however, we see an effect at short lead times, so it is important to distinguish between the521

effects of parametrized mixing at the tropopause-levels and long-range transport from the522

boundary-layer.523

The diagnosed impact of processes related to WCBs depends on the length of the fore-524

cast. Figure. 7a and b show the tropopause relative mean of the microphysics PV tracer as a525

function of lead time. The microphysics PV tracer shows net negative values in both ridges526

and troughs at short lead times because we are sampling air in the region of negative PV ten-527

dencies above the latent heating maxima. At longer lead times ridges and troughs show quite528

different behaviour: in ridges the values of the microphysics PV tracer are consistently neg-529

ative whereas in troughs the negative values of the microphysics PV tracer are gradually re-530

placed with positive values. This is because the outflow of WCBs, where the net change in531

PV will be negative or zero, is typically associated with ridges whereas in troughs, where the532

tropopause is lower, we will be compositing over air masses that are still ascending or have533

been affected by latent heating that is not associated with WCBs.534
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Figure 7. Microphysics (a and b) and turbulent mixing (c and d) PV tracers as a function of forecast lead
time in ridges (a and c) and troughs (b and d). Values shown are the mean from the three-months of forecasts
relative to the 2-PVU surface.
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537

The turbulent mixing parametrization is having a systematic effect on the tropopause538

within the first six hours in both ridges and troughs which is unlikely to be from WCBs (Fig. 7c539

and d). The strongest negative tendencies are just below tropopause level and near zero fur-540

ther below indicating that they are not being advected from lower levels. There is a small541

hint of negative tendencies increasing from lower levels with lead time, but the dominant542

process is turbulent mixing at tropopause levels.543

Convection has almost zero effect in ridges but shows net negative tendencies in troughs.544

This makes sense since the tropopause is lower in troughs and so we expect stronger con-545

vective transport in troughs. The reverse is true for gravity-wave drag with roughly net zero546

effect in troughs (Fig 2f) and a net positive in ridges (Fig 2c); however, this net positive is547

small and could be an artifact of large negative tendencies from gravity-wave drag causing548

the tropopause to be diagnosed too high which is then masked out in the composites (sec-549

tion 3.3).550

5 Conclusions551

Gray et al. [2014] showed that the tropopause PV gradient reduces with forecast lead552

time in NWP models; however, the source of model error remained unclear. In this study the553

systematic effects of individual model processes in maintaining the sharpness of the extrat-554
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ropical tropopause have been quantified by integrating PV tracers over a set of 92 forecasts555

with the MetUM. Since PV is conserved for adiabatic and frictionless flow [Ertel, 1942],556

PV tracers can accumulate tendencies of PV from individual model processes following the557

resolved flow which can be advantageous when compared to calculating Eulerian initial ten-558

dencies [Klinker and Sardeshmukh, 1992; Rodwell and Palmer, 2007] by avoiding large can-559

cellations due to advection as will be the case near the tropopause. This study demonstrates560

that PV tracers can be a useful alternative to the initial tendencies method for quantifying the561

systematic behaviour of individual model processes.562

Composites of PV tracers have been produced relative to the 2-PVU tropopause sepa-563

rately for ridges and troughs, diagnosed as anomalies of \ on the 2-PVU tropopause. Rossby564

waves are associated with meridional displacements of PV contours on isentropic surfaces565

which can be associated with an anomaly of \ on the 2-PVU tropopause.566

The key results from this study are567

1. The vertical PV contrast across the tropopause reduces relative to analyses with fore-568

cast lead time consistent with a smoothing of the isentropic PV gradient [Gray et al.,569

2014].570

2. On the timescales of the forecasts, the advection scheme of the model gives an ex-571

ponential decay of the tropopause PV contrast to a finite value with a timescale of572

20-24 hours.573

3. A key component of the PV budget is the dynamics-tracer inconsistency which quan-574

tifies the difference between the evolution of PV in the dynamical core and the evolu-575

tion of PV through tracer advection [Saffin et al., 2016].576

(a) The locations of the maxima in dynamics-tracer inconsistency are different when577

composited relative to the 2-PVU surface of the advection-only PV tracer rather578

than PV indicating that dynamics-tracer inconsistency is having a direct effect on579

mass transport across the tropopause causing the 𝑞=2 and 𝑞𝑎𝑑𝑣=2 surfaces to sepa-580

rate.581

(b) The dynamics-tracer inconsistency shows net negative tendencies near the tropopause582

level indicating a net transfer of mass from the stratosphere to the troposphere.583

This is consistent with numerical mixing removing small-scale stratospheric fila-584

ments and could be related to vortex stripping [Ambaum, 1997].585

4. Parametrized physical processes act to sharpen the tropopause by producing a dipole586

in PV tendencies across the tropopause with near zero net tendency at the tropopause,587

consistent with the results of Chagnon et al. [2013] and Chagnon and Gray [2015]588

from individual case studies.589

(a) Radiative cooling produces net positive tendencies across and above the tropopause590

due to the gradient of water vapour across the tropopause. The stronger water591

vapour gradient and absolute vorticity in troughs compared to ridges results in a592

stronger net positive PV tendency. The positive PV tendencies due to radiative593

cooling have a stronger gradient across the tropopause in troughs than in ridges594

which can be explained by the increased frequency of clouds acting to sharpen the595

vertical cooling gradient [Cau et al., 2005].596

(b) The microphysics PV tracer accumulates negative PV below the tropopause at597

short lead times associated with latent heating in WCBs.598

(c) The turbulent-mixing PV tracer accumulates negative PV at the tropopause and599

positive PV above the tropopause. At short lead times the majority of the turbulent600

mixing PV tracer seen at tropopause levels accumulates locally rather than by the601

long-range transport from the boundary layer seen at longer timescales.602

The open question now is what changes should be made to NWP models to improve603

the representation of the tropopause PV gradient? The work in this paper provides a frame-604
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work for testing such changes. We have used a limited area domain to give a resolution com-605

parable to current global models at a lower computational cost; however, the inflow of air606

from the lateral boundaries results in an uncertainty in the behaviour of the tropopause as the607

PV tracers can not trace air prior to inflow. The recommendation for repeating this analysis608

to investigate model changes would be to use a global model but fewer forecasts.609

An obvious first step would be to investigate changing model resolution. Gray et al.610

[2014] showed a reduction of PV gradient in day 10 of the ECMWF forecasts associated with611

a reduction in the horizontal resolution of the model. In this study we have shown a less dra-612

matic reduction in tropopause sharpness than Gray et al. [2014] which is most likely because613

we have a higher resolution limited area domain (0.11◦ here compared to a range between614

0.28− 1.4◦ for the forecasts analysed by Gray et al. [2014]). It would be useful to know if the615

model is accurately representing poorly resolved mixing processes. Varying the resolution616

of the forecasts should help identify errors arising from non-conservation of PV by the dy-617

namical core and parametrized turbulence, both of which have been to shown to be important618

processes at tropopause levels.619

We have shown that the magnitude of the systematic forecast error is comparable to the620

tendencies due to the parametrized physical processes so it is plausible that realistic modifi-621

cations to the model parametrization schemes could significantly reduce the error rather than622

more difficult measures such as increasing resolution or redesigning the dynamical core. It623

would be expected that modifying the microphysics and/or convection schemes to enhance624

the latent heating driven ascent in WCBs would have a large impact on the tropopause. It is625

useful to consider how changes to WCBs would affect the PV tracers. The simplest effect626

would be to directly enhance the negative PV tendencies below the tropopause at short lead627

times. Increased transport of moisture and cloud formation at tropopause levels would also628

modify the response of radiative tendencies. We did not find any significant errors in fore-629

cast of water vapour or clouds near the tropopause when compared with analyses (not shown)630

which suggests the WCB transport in the forecasts is adequate; however, this raises the ques-631

tion of how much we trust the analyses. ECMWF analyses have been shown to have a moist632

bias in the lower stratosphere [Dyroff et al., 2015] and the ERA-Interim reanalyses have been633

shown to have insufficient cloud and a low cloud-top bias in WCBs [Hawcroft et al., 2016].634

It is possible that an initial bias in the analyses is maintained through the forecasts leading to635

an underestimation of the effects of WCBs and long-wave radiation on the tropopause.636

It is useful to associate systematic differences between forecasts and analyses with ob-637

servations which is difficult for PV. The strength of the TIL [Birner et al., 2002] is a useful638

measure of tropopause sharpness that can be obtained from observations. It is notable that639

studies on the processes affecting the TIL find similar results to studies on the processes af-640

fecting the tropopause PV gradient (e.g. Chagnon et al. [2013] and Kunkel et al. [2016]).641

Since static stability is proportional to the vertical gradient in \, we would expect a region of642

enhanced static stability above the tropopause to be associated with a positive PV anomaly643

and a stronger PV gradient. Pilch Kedzierski et al. [2016] showed that, without data assim-644

ilation, the TIL region in the ECMWF NWP model tends towards a weaker static stability645

which is probably associated with the decline in PV gradient shown by Gray et al. [2014];646

however, further work is needed to associate these two features. The recent North Atlantic647

Waveguide and Downstream Impact Experiment (NAWDEX) field campaign also provides648

an opportunity to compare observations and analyses of tropopause structure.649

Acronyms650

NWP Numerical weather prediction651

MetUM Met Office Unified Model652

PV Potential vorticity653

PVU Potential vorticity units654

TIL Tropopause inversion layer655
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WCB Warm conveyor-belt656

NAE North Atlantic European (model configuration)657

Notation658

𝜽 Potential temperature659

𝒒 PV660

𝒒𝒂𝒅𝒗 Advection-only PV tracer661

𝒒𝒍𝒘 Long-Wave Radiation PV tracer662

𝒒𝒔𝒘 Short-Wave Radiation PV tracer663

𝒒𝒎𝒊𝒄 Microphysics PV tracer664

𝒒𝒈𝒘𝒅 Gravity-Wave Drag PV tracer665

𝒒𝒄𝒐𝒏 Convection PV tracer666

𝒒𝒕𝒎 Turbulent-mixing PV tracer667

𝜺𝑰 Dynamics-tracer inconsistency668
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